Pt cruiser fog lights not working

Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners have reported 80 problems related to fog light switch under the
exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems
reported for the Pt Cruiser. Vehicle was parked. Turned off. Multifunction switch that had been
replaced previoulsy malfunctioned again. Fog lights just came on out of nowhere luckily I
turned around and noticed it. When I opened my car door I noticed the switch was smoking.
After some quick thinking I pulled the fuse. If I had not thought of this I belive it would have
caught my car on fire and the ones parked next to it. I have had the fuse pulled for a year. Flash
forward to my current state in va and it's inspection time. I failed for a faulty function switch.
The guys replaced the switch first stoplight I come to no signal. Took it back to garage they said
switch was bad out of the box. After this epidemic this will be the 4th multifunction switch that I
know of installed on this car. How in the world has this part not been recalled yet. Please do
something!. See all problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. While driving with my headlights and
fog lights on, using my turn signal turns off my headlight on that side until the turn signal shuts
off. I have also seen this in a Chrysler , and a town and country. And, I have seen this in a chevy
camaro and a vw. Something is seriously wrong here!!! It is frequent,. The multifunction switch
had to be replaced or else the fog lights remain on and drain the battery. The contact owns a
Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The contact stated that the fog light warning indicator illuminated and
smoke appeared from the steering column. The contact was able to pull the vehicle off the
roadway, turn off the engine, and restart the vehicle. The contact smelled burning wires, but
there were no flames. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was not made aware of the issue. The contact found a recall for the fog lights online, but was
unable to provide further information. The failure mileage was unknown. On returning home
from an event in the evening I parked my vehicle in the garage. I turned off lights and then the
ignition and everything shut down except the fog lights stayed on the vehicle was completely
shut off. I never had the fog lights on that evening. I tried various a temps I. Pushing the butten
in, turning the vehicle on and then off again, etc. My wife went online and found from many
people having the same problem with their pt crusiers to put the left turn signal on, shut off the
vehicle, then push the fog light butten in. This worked so that I didn't wake up to a dead battery.
If you go online you will find many people who own Pt Cruisers with the identical problem
including some having smoke coming from the multi function switch. I hope to hear from
someone soon!!. I had just put fuel in my car and was driving across a parking lot. I proceeded
to park my car and noticed smoke rising out of my steering wheel and a burning smell. My lower
set of lights fog lights had turned on by themselves, which is odd since they haven't been
working for at least two years. In order to stop the smoking in the steering wheel, I had to
remove fuse 8. Same set of lights have turned on before a few years back draining my battery
since I couldn't turn them off with their switch. In addition, my headlights turn off automatically
at random while I'm driving and my clock lights go out frequently. Headlights have gone out on
me 5 times over the past 3 years. I try not to drive much at night as a result. Fog lights came on
by themselves while parked with no key in ignition while at work. Common issue found all over
the internet. Cause is a defective multi-function switch. Smelled a burning smell. Repair shop
was unable to find any problems through diagnostics which was before the car had been seen
during the day with it's running lights on. That drained the battery and required a jump start.
Happened several times. Due to overwhelming number of complaints listed throughout the
internet for this same issue we feel a recall should be issued as this is a fire hazard. The 15 amp
fuse number 8 on interior fuse panel never blew but was discolored from heat. Fog lights won't
turn off, stayed on long enough to run down battery. Not good for single elderly woman
volunteer stuck in a parking lot across town. Understand the problem has been reported in
many, many vehicles for at least 10 years. Did I miss a recall? I'm the original owner. Where in
the world will I find a multifunction switch and someone to install it? I have a concern about all
the issues with this car. On March 29th my fog lights would not turn off even when ignition
switch was turned off. I also had to replace the entire computer and again seems other cruiser
owners have had this issue also - this is a lot of expense and with the loan on the car is difficult
to now get a different car as this does seem to be a lemon - but I have to keep it till I can afford
to get a different car - with all these issues - no one will want this one either. I drove 15 miles an
pulled at 55 mph into oskaloosa IA reduced speed to 35 down to 25 an thought I smelled
something burning like wires an antifreeze ,black smoke rolled out from under neath my hood
on passenger side put in park popped hood opened hood flames coming from underneath
engine in front of alternator grabbed snow throwing it on flames called got fire extinguisher
sprayed got fire out fire dept. Then looked in side of car keys in my hand dash lights all lite up
an flashing. Fireman said electrical melted the windshield washer fluid container. Cause car was
off we discounted battery took neg off laid it where nothing touch an went take pos. Off sparks

shot out of neg. Cable end. The day before at nite I put brake on in car an head lights flickered
never done that before. They'd dim bright while driving. Fog lights kept burning out they came
on when car was off. Several times. Ud even get scked just checkin engine oil dip stick. All
since Nov I've had this vehicle approx. At an earlier time I had used the fog lights twice with no
incident. I jiggled the switch and the lights and indicator went out, after that the fog lights
wouldn't work at all. The headlights were off, the car not running, the keys weren't even in the
ignition. The lights just came on by themselves. I managed to turn them off for the night only to
find when I got to work the next morning I couldn't shut them off. I drove the car home, finally
pulled the fuse for the fog lamps and returned to work. I've also had incidences where the
headlights will dim slightly and then illuminate fully. According to some of the forums I've read,
there are a lot of people having this problem. Some people also report burning wires and dead
batteries. I wish they would file a complaint. Thank you. Was driving daughter to work and
began to smell a burning odor. However, I assumed it was a passing vehicle streets were very
well lit, and I would not have noticed my lights were out. The next morning my wife was heading
out to pick-up our daughter from work, and was flashed by the local police for not having lights
on. Through the process of elimination I decided to replace the multifunction switch. When I
received the switch and attempted to install it I noticed that the wiring harness was slightly
melted. Upon investigating the internet for a harness I came upon several websites with
numerous complaints involving the same problem. This however, did not cause either the dash
fuse or the engine compartment fuse to blow, which is a real concern. About 3 three years ago
the headlights started flickering and the radio light would totally go out. Now the fog lights are
coming on with the car turned off. I am taking the car to a mechanic - hopefully they can fix the
issue. The fog lights in my Chrysler Pt Cruiser stay on, even after the ignition is turned off. I
have to to leave the left blinker on for the fog lights to turn off. And some times the fog lights
turn on for no apparent reason with the ignition off. The fog lights stay on and drains the battery
down , did not notice till it was parked on the street and roomate told me my lights were on. Fog
lights malfunction very frequently. For the past couple of months, vehicle's battery has been
drained because the fog lights are on which are never turned on or even used and will not go
off. Happens frequently and it's difficult to get the fog lights to go off, the lights control has to
be jiggled just right to get them to go off so we know the battery won't be drained after a few
hours. Lately, it has gotten harder and harder to get them to turn off and finally had to pull the
fuse in order to make them go off. Vehicle was used to drive to local store at night. Fog lights
were not turned on at any time. I parked in department store parking lot and came out after
shopping for about 45 minutes and noticed a burning smell coming from Pt Cruiser. Opened the
drivers door and odor became more apparent. Noticed smoke rolling out of steering column.
Also noticed fog lamp indicator on dashboard was on. However, all lights and switches were off.
I had to pull out several fuses until I found the one related to the fog lamps. That was the only
way to quickly power off the fog lamps and stop the smoldering. This is a potential fire hazard!.
The problem I am having started about 2 months ago, my battery was suddenly drained and I
had no idea why. When my fog light indicator began to flicker on and off on its own. I'd just
press the end of turn signal arm inward towards the steering column and the indicator light
went off. Gradually, the pressing process did not work anymore and I discovered that shutting
off the car with the left hand turn signal pressed down, at least temporarily solved the problem
so I could do some research on its solution. I opted out on that, since car has , miles on it. Then,
with a week of very hot 90 degree temperatures, , I found that brand new battery totally drained
and began reading the internet posts of the possibility of pulling the fuse. Of course being a
USA car, the manual didn't identify the fuse for the fog lamps in the "under the hood" fuse box.
It seems that the heat allows the fog lamps to still turn on when the left hand signal arm is
pressed downwards. Going further, I found that fuse 8 in the interior dashboard fuse box could
be pulled and should solve the problem without further repair. I find it very interesting that
Chrysler does not even show you a sketch of the interior fuse box in their owners manual. This
approach does mean that the manufacturer of the vehicle is not allowing the buyer me to fully
enjoy all the features of the vehicle! After motor was shut off fog lights continue to stay on.
Trying to control fog light function thru multi-function switch not successful. Had to pull fog
light fuse from fuse panel. Pt cruiser websites confirm this is a common problem with
multi-function switch on most model years of Pt Cruisers. The fog lights in my Chrysler Pt
Cruiser remain on, even after the ignition is turned off. I have to remember to leave the left
blinker on for the fog lights to turn off. Other times the fog lights come on for no apparent
reason with the ignition off. The fog lights stay on and drains the battery. While examining the
vehicle, the contact noticed that the multi-switch on the steering wheel malfunctioned and was
causing the fog lights to remain illuminated after the vehicle was shut off. The vehicle was taken
to the dealer where the failure was confirmed. The vehicle was not repaired. The current and

failure mileages were 50, The multifunction light switch causes the fog lights to turn on and off
at random, even when ignition is off. Issue happens at all speeds. The contact was driving 25
mph when the fog lights failed. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who advised the contact that
the switch for the fog lights needed to be replaced. The there were no recalls for the failure. The
manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 40, I am the original owner of this Pt
Cruiser, purchased on November 22, My multi-switch will not turn on my fog lights and the
indicator in the instrument cluster does not light. I have read many online articles from owners
with the same problem. Why won't Chrysler fix this on going problem?. The contact owns
Chrysler Pt Cruiser. While the vehicle was parked and the engine was turned off, the fog lights
began to illuminate without intent. There were several attempts before the fog lights would turn
off. The vehicle had not been diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the problem. The approximate failure mileage was 32, The contact stated the fog lamps would
remained on after the vehicle was turned off. The contact had to removed the fuse in order to
turn the fog lamps off. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic who diagnosed that the switch
that operated the external lights was defective and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure but did not offer any assistance since the vehicle was not
included in any of the recalls. The failure and current mileage was , Multifunction light switch in
Pt Cruiser is poorly designed, resulting in unreliable exterior light operation. Either can turn on
fog lights, or lights remain on when car is off and switch is off and drains battery. Mine has
occurred 5x. Internet search finds this to be common to pt's, with others reporting electrical
short, smoke, and total meltdown of the multifunction switch. Fog lights will not turn off. I had
to unplug the lights in order for them not to stay on. Now they are completely off. Will never buy
a Chrysler product again. I have 46, miles and everything described in these reports went wrong
with my vehicle. I am having issues with my Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The fog light switch has worn
out and is causing my car battery to be drained due to the fog light staying on. I was going to
replace the part. However I was checking online for quotes when I stummled upon a forum full
of complaints for the same issue. There are over comments regaurding problems with the Pt
Cruiser, most of them with the same issue. I hope there is something somebody can do about
this. I am hoping for a recall of the part, I will buy a new part I just don't want the same part
again. This is a dangerous problem becuase I have been left strannded due to my car being
drained of battery life more than 5 times. While the vehicle was parked the fog lights came on
and caused the battery to fail. The control switch for the fog lights continued to remain
illuminated on the steering column when the lights turned off. The vehicle was not inspected
when the complaint was filed. The failure and current mileages were approximately 94, At
approximately 70, miles the fog lights would remain on even in the off position. Placing the turn
signal in the downward position when exiting the vehicle would remedy situation, further fixed
by pulling the fog light fuse. Latter on at 80, miles the low beams failed and would not turn on.
High beams would work or the fog lights would work after putting the fuse back in. The danger
was further enhanced by when you would use the turn signal the fog lamps would shut off. This
was fixed by removing the multi-stick from the steering column and replacing it with a new
component. All issue were resolved by this fix. Fog lights would not turn off. I thought the
problem was repaired. Then in it happened again and I took it into another dealership in w. And
wouldn't turn off again. But this time it caused me to panic because it overheated and smoke
started to come out of the hazard light switch and turn signal switch while I was just getting off
the freeway. I was lucky because I was not to far from my parents home where my brother who
was formally a mechanic had the mind to pull out the fuse to the fog lights. The fuse was very
hot when he pulled it out and the smoking stopped. He did state that the car could of caught fire
if he had not pulled the fuse out in time. I was lucky. I do have the old part available. The
multifunctional light switch on Pt Cruisers is defective. Obviously there is a short in the switch
which could result in head lights suddenly being turned off when driving at night. I and others
have encountered extreme difficulty in obtaining a replacement part. The fog lights on my Pt
Cruiser come on by themselves. Engine off - keys not in ignition. Dead battery twice in the past
24 hours. Multifunction light switch on steering column has failed in past two weeks. When
vehicle turned off, fog lamps stay on. Only way to get them to turn off is to turn on left turn
signal. Went to dealer to get replacement switch and we are on waiting list for new switch.
Chrysler has no outlook for when new switches will be available. Pulled fog light fuse to keep
fog lights DE-energized. Great risk according to widely distributed reports that light wiring
harness can fail, melt and start fire. The only safe thing to do is park car and remove battery
until new switch is available. Short in multifunction switch causes fog lights to come on
resulting in a dead battery. I am concerned because this is a 15 amp circuit and it may possible
cause an electrical fire also. Appears to be a common malfunction with the Pt Cruiser for all
years. Car Problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlights problems. Headlight Switch

problems. Turn Signal problems. Brake Light problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Fog
Lights problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Tail Light problems. It looks like you're new here.
If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. October in Chrysler. This is the place to work out solutions to electrical
problems with your Cruiser. March I have a PT Limited 5-speed with 15, miles on it. At times the
engine missfires, and the car bucks and lurches forward. It doesn't run like this all the time, it is
an intermittent problem. I have had it to the dealer twice, they reprogrammed the computer, but
that didn't help. They are now recommending that I clean the fuel injectors, but clearly thay are
just guessing at repair solutions. Has anyone else experienced this problem? November I
brought it in because it also was misfiring. The dealer updated the computer and installed new
spark plugs because the old plugs would not work with the updated computer program. Your
dealer should know what is wrong because this is a common problem with the PT's, though
they might tell you they don't!!! May I have a Limited with 50, miles on it. Recently, the fog
lamps were coming on by themselves with the car off and parked. I have found that the switch
cap that turns on the fog lamps is not staying pushed in where it belongs. With the turn signal
arm centered, I can push in on the switch cap and the fog lamps go out. If I have the right turn
signal on, I can't push in on the switch cap at all and the fog lamps remain on. Fortunately, in
the left turn signal position, the switch cap stays where it should and the fog lamps are off. I just
have to remember to turn on my left signal when I shut off my car or risk running down the
battery. Has anyone had any similar problems? What was the fix and how much did it cost you?
My problem is the opposite, my fog lamps won't go on. Bulbs and fuses have been changed, but
no luck. My big problem is that I hardly ever even used the fog lamps! Good luck with your
problem I'm having the same issue with my The Fog lights will just come on by themselfves and
causing my battery to run down Did you ever get a solution? June My PT Cruiser just started
doing the same thing - fog lights turn on by themselves. Does anyone have a solution yet? This
sounds like a recall I just had an almost dead battery: after calling a tow truck the car started
and now is recharged I noticed an earlier comment stating that turning on the left turn signal
when leaving the car did not allow the fog lights to come on inadvertently for one driver. Think
I'll try that. I had the same problem today. I was on my way home from work and I noticed a
burning smell in my car. When I pull over to let wait for my friend to pick up her son from
daycare I noticed smoke in front of me. Coming from my hazard light switch. That also when I
noticed the fog light signal was on on the dashboard. Well the smoke would not stop so when
my friend returned to the car we drove around the corner to the fire station and they had to cut
my battery cable to disconnect and avoid a potential car fire. I am trying to find others like you
to see if this is a major problem or just an isolated incident. I will making calls tomorrow and
doing some more research on the internet. I love my cruiser, I have had it for 3 years now and
this is the only major issue I have ever had with it but it could have been a very major potentially
dangerous issue had I not noticed the smoke in time. If anyone has had issues with their light
signal switches sticking please let me respond. Great to hear someone that is having the same
problem. Today my dad couldn't get the fog indicators off, and we smelled a burning smell that
kept getting stronger and stronger. We pulled the battery cable as soon as possible and are
pretty freaked out about the whole thing. I will also be checking around to see what the problem
is with our PT's and try to get some answers. Please let me know what you find out in your
search, and I will also keep you posted. Let me know what you discover. My girlfriend called me
yesterday and told me she had smoke coming from the steering column and that the fog lights
were on and would not go off. I told her to disconnect the battery but she wasn't familiar with
that so I told her to locate the fuse for the foglamps in the fuse box and pull it. She took it to the
Chrysler dealer today and they give her some story about an old type of connector that was
used and if she could locate one, they would replace it or the Chrysler fix was to put a new wire
harness in. The new wire harness was something they did in later PT Cruisers. They claimed
they had never heard of this problem, we know that is BS. Does any one know of a TSB on this
problem. Not happy campers here. I have the same fog lamp problem on my PT Cruiser fog
lamps come on randomly, including when the vehicle is parked, turned off, and unoccupied,
regardless of whether the headlights have been previously used or not. It started a week or two
ago. Just called the dealer from whom I purchased it and the service department claimed they
have never heard reports of it and don't see and recall or TSB on it. They want 89 bucks to look
at it and then tell me what it will really cost. I will probably have that done in the next month
unless I hear of a different solution. For now, I'm going to immediately remove the fog lamp fuse
I haven't seen any evidence of smoke yet. There is a recall for this. The stearing column harnis
can catch fire. Ours did when we were in Oklahoma, miles from home. These are what I found
relate to PT Cruisers, but I can't figure out which is related to the fog light? The power steering

one? My cruiser's going in next Tuesday for the evaluation. In the meantime, I called Chrysler's
recall folks to find out how these get started. I asked if it is helpful if others having the problem
contact Chrysler and the rep told me it absolutely is. So, if you're having the foglamp problem
and hoping Chrysler might do something about it, call them at and choose the "recall" prompt
then choose to speak with a rep when the message explains the options available to you on the
web instead of speaking with a rep. More importantly, she told me that as long as I hang onto
the receipts, I can claim a reimbursement if there ever IS a recall issued for this. I'll send an
update if any once the car's back from the dealer. PS - fwiw I'm apparently due for the PS hose
recall as well while it's in there I'm having the same problem with my PT Cruiser. The fog lamps
turn on randomly and are very difficult to turn off. This has run down the battery one time. Is
there a fuse I can remove for the foglamps? I believe it's fuse 8 - it's well identified on the back
of the fuse cover and, so far, I have found no ill effects of having it pulled. Thanks for the
number christianhamer. The more people that call, the more they will realize that they and we
have a real problem. I'll give them a call tomorrow. July A couple of months ago, before I
checked this site my local mechanic replaced my whole turn signal assembly to remedy the fog
light problem. I went to my local guy because: 1 I trust him; 2 He is less expensive than the
dealer; 3 My car is out of warranty 48, ; and 4 I did not know that this was a chronic problem
with Cruisers. I took your advice and called the "hotline" today. While they were happy to
register my complaint, and give me a reference number, they were unable to tell me if there was
a planned recall, only that my vehicle had received all known recall service. Got my fog lamp
problem apparently repaired at the dealer yesterday. They did the same thing as bstack noted in
post They replaced what they call the "multifunction switch" which includes turn signal,
hazards, etc. For anyone going the dealer route, they probably know it as "multifunction switch"
but the part number listed on my invoice is AB. The new switch does not behave this way! I'll
drop a note if I do see the problem recur anytime soon and otherwise wait and hope to hear that
maybe Chrysler issues a recall for it. I just had the exact same problem today. Another lady I
work with who owns a Crusier is having the same problem. The service writer told me that he
has replaced four in the last few weeks. Currently Chrysler has no recall going on but I made a
formal complaint anyway. Recommend you do the same. Maybe if enough people complain they
will recall the item and refund our repair money. Same thing happened to me today. For some
reason, when i put the turn signal in the left turn position, they go out. My PT engine light come
on, then it will down shift into a lower gear and won't come out of it. When I switch the engine
on and off three times It give me three problem codes P, P and P Also the air bag light come on
all the time. The dealer won't tell me whats those codes represent. They want me to bring the
car to them. Can someone help me? September I inadvertently discovered that when you leave
the left turn signal on, the fog lights turn off. That worked fine, until I forgot to turn on the turn
signal a few times and returned to find a dead battery on the car the next day. October My wife
called me yesterday morning and said high beam light in the dashboard came on by itself. When
she pulled the turn signal handle back towards her, the high beam light went out but the Fog
Lamps signal in the dash came on. She could not get the lights to go out, when she noticed
smoke coming out of her steering column. She made it home but the smoke continued and the
fog lights remained on. I was able to make it to the dealer with a minimum of smoke. Once there,
the high beams came back on again, even though there were no keys in the car. I was informed
that is was the "multifunction switch" in the steering column. When it shorted out, it burned the
wires together in the main harness. That's right If it is something that needs maintaining, an I
don't maintain it, then I should be responsible, but for something that is installed at the factory
and has no maintenance required, I think Chrysler should be responsible for these repairs. I will
file a complaint tomorrow and follow up on this site for more instances of this switch failure. If
enough people complain, Chrysler will have to respond with a recall. I have read about starting
problems on the PTs I have a problem were the car will not start at all. All dashboard lights work
and the headlights dont dim when I try to start the car with the lights on ,I get no noise, no
clicking just dead. I have added a new battery cable to the starter as per feedback on this forum
and thought it worked but after a month I was unable to start again yesterday. When I try and
jump the car battery it will just sit there and then for some reason it jump started after 10 trys. It
doesnt seem to be a battery are starter problem. Maybe a ignition switch? Someone said
something about the alarm system doing this. Does anyone know how to disconnect the alarm
system? Any help PLEZ. My wife is having the same problem with her PT Cruiser. The dealer
replaced the starter about a month ago, and it's doing exactly what you stated I'm thinking
about purchasing a battery with a much higher CAAs If you located the problem, can you please
let me know what the solution is? December My wife and I also have had similar problems. Did
you ever get your PT Cruiser problems fixed? She came home. We took it to Midas and talked to
our Mechanic, Virgil store manager. Mike explained that Tom would make good on any repairs

and to keep receipts. I said something about pulling fuse 11, which shuts off the engine and fuel
pump, then he agreed. Opens the doors. Unfortunately when I turned on engine it started then
shut off. We got home. Car started then shut off. I did the following: 1 Pulled fuse 11 engine.
Nothing happened when we turned key. We got to our destination. When we were leaving, we
unlocked the car with the remote and the idiot lights turned on. My wife started the car but it
shut off after a couple of seconds. The car started and we returned home. Everything shut off
OK As you can see we are dealing with problems similar to yours. Any help we can get would be
appreciated. Will continue posting our developments. Dan V. Today we had an electrician look
at the car. He found and replaced one of the relays Hopefully this will correct our problem.
January I have had a problem with the fog light indicator going on without me touching it. I work
for an airline and have to leave my car for a few days at a time I have come home 3x this month
to a dead battery--and we have had the battery replaced and checked out. Each time my car was
jumpstarted, the green light on the dash fog light would come one. We pulled the fuse and are
hoping for the best! I also called the listed here to report the problem. Thanks for all the info
provided here. My wife and I purchased a brand new Turbo and we have had nothing but
problems with it. I have tried different dealer to get it fixed but to no avail. I have tried invoking
the lemon law in our state because I can't get any help from even Chrysler corp. The car barely
has 10, miles on it and we have been battling the problems with it for almost the last year. It all
started with it just not running. It would just stop running and won't start until it got ready. The
dealer replaced the computer and two weeks later the same thing happened again. The dealer
had the car for a week and couldn't find anything wrong with it again. It happened again this
time at 70 mph on the freeway it just stopped running and didn't start again for about 20
minutes. This time I had the car taken to another dealer and he has had it at least 4 times and it
still isn't fixed. Whether this is a common problem or not doesn't really matter what matters is
the lack of concern by Chrysler Corp and the dealers. So, if you buy one good luck I would
rather have a Mustang at least they run. Joe i am having the exact problem with starting--have
done all that you have done still having problems--have also put 3 starters--removed the alarm
system and replaced cables--have you found the starting problem with your pt?? April I am
having the same problems with my PT Cruiser. This is the 3rd time I have had it to this dealer for
the same "No starting" problem. It has happened 2 other times though They replace the starter
the first time. The next time they told me it was "corrosion on the battery" and when they
brushed it off, it was fine. I had the battery replaced 6 months earlier because of the "no
starting" thing Now they are telling me it is the battery cable. There has to be a larger
explanation somewhere. I have the same problem. I opened the switch and the small plastic
lever that actuated the contacts for the fog lights wore away allowing the contacts to close,
keeping the lights on and killing the battery. I think this is a poor design because every time you
actuate the turn signal it wears in this small glass filled plastic lever. I think this is a poor design
because every time you actuate the turn signal it wears on this small glass filled plastic lever.
As it wears it creats a small gap that can cause the contacts to arc and potentially cause a fire
since the car manufacturers don't think it is necessary to use flame retardant plastics in
electrical circuits. Have someone check the wiring to the O2 sensors. It affects not just idle, but
acceleration. What you described is exactly the problem my GT was having. Trust me, I replaced
the plugs, plug wires, and the dealer still couldn't find the problem my car spent 7 weeks in 3
months in the shop. I took it to another dealer and they found the problem only after their
diagnostics found 2 faulty O2 sensors what are the odds of that happening? I have a PT and just
was having the same problem. I was not able to find the issue a quick but I had the multi
function switch replaced at the dealer and it has not reoccurred. We have a PT Crusier 4 cyl-5
speed basic package. I have only 38, miles on this car. Over the last 36 months my battery has
gone out about every 9 months. Dealer says it's just bad batteries. I disagree, there has to be
something else causing this. Any information will be appreciated. Did you have the charging
system checked? I do not know about Mopar batteries, but other manufacturers, such as VW
have a big problem with their batteries. You may not have anymore battery related issues. I have
had excellent luck with WalMart batteries. My Cruiser is having a problem with starting
sometimes, of course, never when you take it in for service. Sometimes, when you try to start it,
it just won't turn over. All of the lights and guages respond, but no go! It's hard to describe, but
the motor just doesn't crank. Anyone else with this problem? I have a PT and was having the
fog lamp problem in March or so of this year. People kept walking into my workplace and
saying, "That PT Cruiser's fog lights are on. The person in the service dept. I took the car to a
local "little guy" mechanic and he got under the car to disconnect the fog lights so my battery
would not die. He replaced the multi-function switch. Thank goodness for the little guys.
Knowing why the switch was backordered tells alot about my dealers service department.
August Hi, Yes! We have a PT Cruiser with the same problem. Did you ever get it fixed? Was the

cause found? We had the same problems, we had it at the dealer 4 times, they never could
figure it out. Replaced everything from key switch to starter. Everything seemed fine til
yesterday, it did it again! I think it is in the autoshift switch, the switch you press to put it in
drive. Anyone else? I just posted yesterday, same problem you are having, had the alarm
removed was ok for a few weeks just yesterday did it again and again this morning. I really think
it has something to do with the linkeage in the automatic shifter, the button you press to put it
in gear. This am, I held the key in th on poistion and jiggled the button and it started! Maybe its
luck who knows I have a '03 Cruiser and have gone thru 3 batteries is 3 years. Runs that just
wont start and when I take it to the dealer I am told that the bat. So my nest question is what is
draining the bat. I've got a similar bucking problem with my 02 PT Cruiser. Dealer can't seem to
fix it and it's is driving me nuts. Sign In or Register to comment. Fog lights stay on after lights
are turned off. Fog lights will go off if turn indicator is placed in left turn position. Sounds like
you've got some loose or crossed wiring that is causing the lights to stay on even when you
shut them off. You may want to remove the fuse for the lights so that your battery doesn't get
drained A weak area in the Cruiser is the multifuntion switch, Headlamp,turn signal switch is all
in one. If you are still under warranty, good, If not, they are not that hard to install. Yes, the
multifunction switch is a frequent replacement item. There's a lot going on there, so to speak,
and they tend to wear out. Jerry answered 6 years ago. Chris answered 5 years ago. Just open
the fuse panel under the steering wheel to the left where I noticed the back of the fuse panel
indicated that fuse 8 is for the fog lights. Simply pull this fuse and test it out so the fog lights
wont give you a dead battery. Jenny answered 5 years ago. RoyDiesel answered 3 years ago.
Segmato answered 3 years ago. Thanks for your help guys. I pulled fuse 8 and that solved
battery drain issue on my 03 PT Cruiser. The fog light is now permanently off and battery is
working fine. Shane answered about a year ago. Replace switch assembly. I have the same
problem but I take out the 8 fuse. It's 15amps. Anyway, taking the fuss out will not affect
anything but the fog lights. You must be taking out the wrong fuse. Someone put the battery in
backwards now the interior lights don't shut on ,the radio the door locks. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Fog lights stay on. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chrysler PT Cruiser question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. PT Cruiser Forum
Advertisements. Fog lights not working. Autoglass's Gallery. Any ideas on what is the problem?
Power block under hood? Share Share this post on Digg Del. Hooligan's Gallery. Re: Fog lights
not working. A number of people have had to change the MF switch, there is a posting on
someone has repaired theirs, you'll have to search. You checked the fuse 8 interior , and only if
your overseas is the 21 fuse in the Power Distribution Center, under the hood something to look
at, so the easiest way to tell if it's the MF switch is to turn the fogs on and see if you have 12
volts up at the lights themselves. It was the multifunction switch on both of them like Holligan
and Crewzin said. The sad thing is my buddy that bought my crunched one had a guy who had a
PT we took some part off of. I got the MF Switch off the car for free It was bad too.. Well the fuse
in PDC under the hood was not there,,, problem???? MFS is located where? Are you talking
about the headlight switch on the left side? As I said in my reply: only if you are overseas does
the 21 come into play. The U. Yes, the MF Multi-function switch IS the stalk on the left hand side
that controls interior and exterior lighting. When buying a new one, you have to make sure you
get the one with the fog light control. Some do not have that function and when switching the
new one for the old one, there's a little black part that has to come off the old one and put onto
the new control that controls the flashers. Thread Tools. BB code is On. Smilies are On.
Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The
time now is pm. Archive: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
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95 96 97 98 99 Add Thread to del. User Name. Remember Me? Members List. Mark Forums Read.
PT Videos. Autoglass Cool Cruiser. Fog lights not working Any ideas on what is the problem?
Hooligan Obsessed Cruiser. Re: Fog lights not working A number of people have had to change
the MF switch, there is a posting on someone has repaired theirs, you'll have to search. Re: Fog
lights not working As I said in my reply: only if you are overseas does the 21 come into play.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Back up lights not working. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks.
Digg this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this thread. Share on Facebook! Chrysler Pt
Cruiser owners have reported 80 problems related to fog light switch under the exterior lighting

category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt
Cruiser. Multifunction switch for headlights and fog lights fails. Lights erratic, safety problem
big time at night. Thousands of complaints of the problem since can be viewed on line under
various posts and threads. Obviously a manufacturing defect that the company needs to
address. Since the company is now run by the government, should I call the white house?. See
all problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The control switch for the headlights on my Pt Cruiser
has gone bad causing the fog lights to be permanently on and draining the battery. I own a Pt
Cruiser convertible. I have had problems for the past year with the multifunction switch located
on the steering column. The fog lights will not turn on as the switch is broken and sometimes
there is visible smoke coming out of the column followed by the stench of burning rubber. I
researched and found out this is a common problem with this make and model of car. The
following link is a webpage devoted to the problem with the multifunction switch and will give
you an idea of how many people this is effecting. Chrysler is aware of the problem as the part
has been on back order. I have not gotten the part fixed as I see this as something that needs to
be recalled and fixed at the cost of Chrysler. In the website you can see over people with this
same problem. There have been active posts since Read more I own a Pt Cruiser touring edition
and recently I have been coming out to my car to find the battery dead, I have a newer battery so
this baffled me until I realized today that there is a short of some kind in the multi switch for the
headlights and fog lights that caused the fog lights to remain on eventhough everything else
was turned off. The following link shows may others are having the same issue and like others
until I find out why this is happening I have pulled the fuse for my foglights. Multifunction
switch felt like it had additional friction when turning lights on. In the first instance the head
lights and fog lights were not coming on when they should. First unit was replaced at the
dealership. Second instance the switch did not have any precursor indication of failure, all
lights from switch just stopped working one day. Second unit is being replaced at dealership.
Chrysler Pt Cruiser multifunction switch malfunctions. Fog lights stay on even when key
removed from ignition. Internet search reveals this is a very well known and widespread
problem that can lead to burned wires, battery replacement, etc. It shorts out, causing smoke, or
the fog lights come on when the car is parked, and drains the battery of all power. Driving down
the road, the light comes on indicating the fog lights are on, when they have not been activated,
then there is a burning smell coming from the steering column, you have to turn the lights on,
turn on the blinkers or stop to get this problem to subside. Chrysler has had this problem with
thousands of the multi-function switches that have the fog-light option. Please issue an
immediate recall before a fire occurs which means the loss of someone's' life. This can be
prevented by immediate action on the governments part. The multifunction switch is faulty, very
weak. Fog light switch is always on unless signal arm is placed in left turn. If I don't do this, the
battery drains from the fog lights staying on. From internet research, appears to be happening
not only with Pt Cruiser but also later years. The multifunction turn signal switch started to
smoke and we couldn't turn off the fog lights. Our Chrysler dealer said that this part is in high
demand. From that time on I ordered online and replaced the switch two more times. This would
be the fourth switch. This is a known problem and should be a recall since it can cause a fire
and drain the battery. Defective multi-function switch on Chrysler pt causes fog lights to stay
on, even when ignition is turned off and keys out, causing battery to drain and die. Shortly after
leaving the house, the fog light indicator came on even though the headlights themselves were
off. Pressure on the end of the stalk turned the indicator off but it came back on when pressure
was released. After parking and shutting off the engine, the indicator and the fog lights
themselves remained on. Removing the keys from the ignition had no effect. The only thing that
turned the fog lights off was setting the turn indicator in the 'left turn' down position. Further
testing found that the only other way to turn off the fog lights was to remove the appropriate
fuse from the interior fuse panel. Researching the problem online turned up several message
boards with a large number of drivers reporting this exact problem going back at least three
years, which turns out to be caused by a failing multifunction switch. Multi-control turn signal
lever issue. Fog lights stay on, even with car off. Drains battery. I have a Pt Cruiser bought it
used and since then have kept up with the maintenance on the vehicle. While coming home
from austin to san antonio at pm the lights on the car headlights completely went out that
included the fog lights. I had no blinkers no lights and had my wife and child with me.
Proceeded to exit and had a relative meet me up in san marcos texas I followed him all the way
to san antonio where I made it home using my relatives car lights as help. The next morning
went out to buy the part that I need it I have looked at the car and had trouble shoot the car with
no avail I have replace the part and took the one from my Dodge intrepid and have had no luck
to get blinker back on Chrysler sure one hell of a car one that can get you kill. In July , our Pt

Cruiser fog lights started to come on for no reason. Internet forums claim that this is a
widespread problem caused by a defective switch. Failure to fix the problem will cause the
battery to fail. Fog lights are turning on by themselves even when light switch is not on and
when car is not running causing battery to drain and many headaches! The fog lamps stay on
even when the switch is in the "off" position. I have read many other owner's complaints of the
same problem. This has resulted in my battery being drained twice. In April , our Pt Cruiser
turbo fog lights started to come on for no reason. Bad multi function switch causes fog lights to
stay on when vehicle is off and run the battery down completely. The fog lights would not shut
off. Technician at the dealership removed the fuse until we could schedule them to work on it.
When we took it in to be fixed, they replaced the multifunction switch. Fog lights stayed on until
the high beams where turned on then they would go out. Had to have entire left arm control
switch replaced at a cost of Multifunction switch for turn signal, headlights and fog lights is
defective. Electrical failure causes melting, smoke, burning and malfunction. Fog lights stay on
draining battery. Internet research indicates problem with the multi-function switch. In
December , while on an extended trip, the fog light on my Pt Cruiser activated themselves and
could not be turned off. The entire control lever on the steering column had to be replaced when
we returned home. The fog light switch on my vehicle has malfunctioned and now the fog lights
will not turn off, even though they are not even supposed to be able to turn on without the
headlights being on. This causes the battery to die if not corrected promptly. The problem I am
having started about 2 months ago, when my battery was suddenly drained and I had no idea
why. I had to buy a new battery, and found it draining as well. I finally discovered that my fog
lights were coming on by themselves while the car was parked. It appears that there is a short
or some wiring problem in the turn signal switch lever, which has the fog light switch on the
end, and the problem has only got worse. For now, the only solution I have found is to flip the
lever down to the left turn signal when the car is parked, which somehow keeps the fog light
switch from engaging. I have also found that heat, related to the time of the day, seems to also
play a part in it. When it is cool, like in the morning, the fog lights do not turn on. As soon as it
warms up for the day, they come on and will not turn off. I decided to do a google search today,
and found hundreds of complaints in a post regarding the problem, and that Chrysler has never
addressed it. The complaints all demonstrate that the left-turn-signal solution I found on my
own is the only way to handle the problem. I also noted others have suggested the temperature
relationship, where heat from the time of day makes the problem worse. Fog light switch failure,
fog lights stay on whether the switch is turned on or off. Smell of burning wires after vehicle sits
for a couple of hours with the lights on. The fog lights in the Chrysler Pt Cruiser suddenly came
on and will not shut off. I believe the multi function switches were defective in Pt Cruisers and
need to be recalled. The battery could have died if I did not pull the fuse. The fog lamps on the
Pt Cruiser come on and stayed on their own accord. This caused a dead battery 3 times. When I
opened the door the alarm went off. Sometimes the instrument panel worked correctly,
sometimes it did not. Sometimes the keyless entry worked and sometimes it did not. When it did
work, I could not get the door to unlock with the key, it relocked by itself, leaving me locked out
of my own car and stranded on several occasions. I could not lock the door on driver's side with
electronic door lock. Must individually lock all doors. Smoke came from the top of the steering
column , through hazard light switch on two occasions. Replacement of multi function switch but research showed thiswas not a remedy to the problem. I live in a remote, rural area, and do
not feel safe or secure with this vehicle. The Pt Cruiser fog lights came on by themselsves when
the switch were in the off position, draining the battery when the car was parked. If the left turn
signal was turned on the fog lights went off. I had to pull the fog light fuse to remedy this
problem. I looked out the window and noticed fog lights on. The fog lights cannot be turned on
without the headlights being on. But here was the fog lights on and it drained my battery
completely. The only way I could turn the fog lights off was to tape the universal switch, so that
the fog light switch was forced to close. After see how many people have had the same problem
for several years, I am wondering why the NHTSA doesn't do something about this. My Chrysler
Pt Cruiser's fog lights will not go off even when the car is not running unless the left turn signal
is turned on. If the turn signal switch is not turned on the fog lights drain the battery leaving me
stranded and requires recharging or replacement of the battery. Multiple forums I've read lead
me to believe this is a massive problem with the Pt Cruiser. Control switch for Pt Cruiser
headlights and fogl ights had intermittent short, causing repeated battery drain. Over the past 6
months I have had 50 plus times where I have found my battery dead and the fog lamps on.
Over the last 3 years I have had fewer , but , regular times when this has also happened. I check
to see that they are off as I exit the vehicle , and return to find them on and the battery dead. The
switch on the end of the light control stick is not a good arrangement. It wears out the stop and
then as mine is now you can not turn the fog lamps off. Any little bump while I am driving and

they come on. I have had to unplug these lamps rather than pay the ridiculous dealer
replacement fee to keep my current 3rd this last 2 years battery from dying. I got the first retail
pt delivery in WI on April 12 and am sure in time all owners will find this problem. Car Problems.
Fog Light Switch problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlights problems. Headlight Switch
problems. Turn Signal problems. Brake Light problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Fog
Lights problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Our certified mobile
mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. Both fog lights and driving
lights supplement the amount of visibility your headlights produce in various driving situations.
To help increase visibility in foggy conditions, fog lights emit a wide beam to help the driver see
more of the road. Driving lights can be particularly helpful by adding more light to a particularly
dark and unfamiliar road. When a driver wishes to use their fog or driving lights, they engage a
switch in the cabin which indicates to a relay that the lights should be turned on. The relay then
transfers power from the battery to power the lights. Fuses keep electrical components on the
vehicle from overloading the system and will blow or break the connection when they sense a
problem. Blown Fuse: As a first resort, many mechanics will inspect your fuses in the event an
electrical component, like the fog or driving lights, fails. When a fuse blows, it prevents the
circuit from completing and will not allow the lights to turn on. Burned-out Bulbs: Over time,
bulbs will wear out and will stop working. A good indication that a bulb has burned out is if only
one light is out and the other light is functioning properly. If a bulb burns out, it typically will not
affect the rest of the electrical system, allowing other bulbs to function normally. Bad Relay: A
relay transfers power from the battery to the lights themselves, but when a relay fails, the
connection is unable to be completed. A relay may also fail because it is not grounded properly.
A wire that is not grounded properly is unable to protect the circuit and provide an outlet for
excess charge that build up. A vehicle with a bad relay or bad ground may not be able to
successfully power your fog or driving lights. A top-rated mobile mechanic will come to your
home or office to determine the why your fog or driving lights have failed. The mechanic will
then provide a detailed inspection report outlining the nature of the failure and the cost of any
repairs that need to be made. When checking electric components on your vehicle, especially,
fuses and relays, the mechanic will bring a multimeter which will help him or her diagnose what
specific component has failed. The mechanic will begin by first examining the car to look for
any signs of superficial damage e. If there is no superficial damage to the car, the mechanic but
then begin examining the different components along the electrical circuit. A typical vehicle has
many fuses corresponding to different functions like lights, the radio, and auxiliary power
sources. If it is, he or she will replace the fuse with another one appropriate for the amperage
needs of the circuit. If the fuses are in good working order, the mechanic will inspected the
bulbs in the fog and driving lights to ensure that they are functioning properly. A bad bulb will
typically have a broken filament which prevents current from running through the bulb and
illuminating the gas inside. If the bulb needs to be replaced, a mechanic will replace it with a
bulb that is appropriate for the vehicle. If the mechanic suspects a bad relay, he or she will find
the corresponding relay for the fog and driving lights and use a multimeter to test the resistance
of the of the unit. If the relay is not function properly, the mechanic will replace it and ensure
that it is wired up properly. In all cases, the mechanic will be sure to test your lights before he or
she leaves to ensure that they are working properly. Fog and driving lights provide a driver with
more visibility in potentially dangerous situations. Drivers with a greater need for this extra
illumination should be diligent when seeking out repairs. A mobile mechanic can replace
necessary components so as not to compromise visibility during your commute. It can be
difficult for some drivers to adjust to high and low beams exclusively, after regular using fog
and driving lights. Having that extra layer of security, the extra visibility, can increase a drivers
ability to avoid dangerous situations. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A
Diagnostic Works Instantly book a certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic
diagnoses the problem and quotes necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to you now. See availability. Fog or driving lights are not working
Inspection Service Both fog lights and driving lights supplement the amount of visibility your
headlights produce in various driving situations. How this system works: When a driver wishes
to use their fog or driving lights, they engage a switch in the cabin which indicates to a relay
that the lights should be turned on. Common reasons for this to happen: Blown Fuse: As a first
resort, many mechanics will inspect your fuses in the event an electrical component, like the
fog or driving lights, fails. What to expect: A top-rated mobile mechanic will come to your home
or office to determine the why your fog or drivi
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ng lights have failed. How it's done: When checking electric components on your vehicle,
especially, fuses and relays, the mechanic will bring a multimeter which will help him or her
diagnose what specific component has failed. How important is this service? Number of
Chrysler PT Cruiser services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chrysler Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Chrysler mechanics Real customer reviews
from Chrysler owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Tyrone 11 years of
experience. Request Tyrone. Tyrone consistently provides 5-star service. Jimmy 29 years of
experience. Request Jimmy. Outstanding service. Professional, personable and through. Lewis
16 years of experience. Request Lewis. Lewis is very polite and knowledgeable. He is a
hardworker and completes his work in a timely manner. Pardeep 21 years of experience.
Request Pardeep. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fog or driving lights are not
working Inspection.

